Studying the social behaviour of small or cryptic species often relies on constructing space-27 sharing networks from sparse point-based observations of individuals. Such an approach 28 assumes that individuals that have greater shared space use will also interact more. However, 29
Social networks are central to addressing many of the key questions in ecology and evolution 52 (Cantor et al., 2019) . However, network construction remains a major challenge in many 53 systems because large numbers of observations are needed to construct meaningful networks 54 (Farine & Whitehead, 2015) . Recent technological improvements for collecting proximity, 55 contact, or interaction data allow much more detailed networks to be constructed by 56 improving the temporal resolution at which the data are collected ( Shared space use networks can be constructed from a range of different data-collection traps, 71 most commonly live-capture traps and camera traps. These methods are characterised by 72 typically catching or observing single individuals at any one time, but having the capability to 73 observe multiple individuals in the same location(s) over time. Individuals that are then 74 observed (trapped) at the same location are considered to be connected, with binary edges 75 (there or not) between them, or, if constructing a weighted network, with the number of 76 shared locations defining the strength of their connection. However, the definition of these 77 edges, and therefore the interpretation of these networks, can be unclear. For example, both 78 interaction. The correct definition for these networks is that they represent shared space use, 81
as the edges define the estimated spatial overlap between two individuals. The utility of these 82 networks in representing social interactions comes from whether the assumption that two 83 animals that share the same space are more likely to come into direct contact is accurate. The 84 validity of this assumption will depend on the biology of the system (Farine, 2015) . 85
86
Beyond the interpretation of the meaning of network connections, there has been no direct 87 quantification of the robustness of shared space use networks to different sampling regimes. 88
It has been suggested that the data-intensive nature of networks may act as a barrier to the 89 more widespread use of networks in the fields of ecology and evolution, with wildlife 90 systems often being data limited (Craft & Caillaud, 2011 the many relationships that can potentially connect all individuals in a population 95 (specifically: N*(N-1)/2 edges in an undirected network). Thus, the sampling effort required 96 to reach a given accuracy potentially grows exponentially with the number of individuals 97
represented in a given network. Previous studies quantifying the data required to construct 98 meaningful networks have suggested that a good rule-of-thumb is that an average of 15 potential co-observations between all pairs of individuals are needed (i.e. of potential 100 associations or interactions, which could be both individuals together or just one individual in 101 the absence of the other; Farine & Strandburg-Peshkin, 2015; Davis et al., 2018) . However, 102 these estimates may not translate well to shared space use networks because estimating space 103 use could require much less data than estimating relationship strengths, and because 104 connections (edges) do not aim to characterise relationship strengths but rather a likelihood of 105 encounter. Addressing this question is also crucially important because many studies that to develop from the eggs of an infected host). However, such definitions can be at odds with 123 the definition and biological motivation behind applying a network approach. For studies that rarely observe individuals, a shared space use network is most powerful when used as a 125 proxy defining the potential for individuals to encounter one-another anywhere within their 126 respective home ranges, rather than whether they actually did encounter each other. This 127 definition contrasts with studies that can regularly observe or recapture individuals (such as 128
Smith et al., 2018 who used PIT-tag readers at the entrance of burrows) and can directly 129 relate observed shared space use events at the same spatial and temporal scales as 130 transmission events occur (e.g. within a burrow on a given visit, see Farine, 2018 for further 131 discussion). In a study where few observations of individuals are spaced widely apart, 132 connections between individuals are unlikely to represent real candidate transmission events, 133 but rather describe the system more generally. Greater guidance is needed about when data 134 should consider temporal gaps in observations for constructing shared space use networks. 135
136
In this study, we conduct a quantitative evaluation to provide guidance on how to construct 137 shared space use networks. We use simulations to explore the robustness of networks to 138 different sampling regimes, and the inference of biological relationships under different 139 scenarios. We also use empirical data to highlight how characteristics of space use data can 140 help us to establish new ways to model the propensity for individuals to encounter one 141 another. We then use these insights to describe a new method for characterising shared space 142 use network. We show that using this method can generate a network which is generally (1) 143 more strongly correlated with the real generative network, (2) differs less from the real 144 network and, therefore, (3) has greater power to detect effects present in the real network, 145 relative to networks generated from the observed space-sharing events only. Importantly, this 146 method requires much fewer observations to reconstruct meaningful shared space use 147
networks, than what is suggested in the more general guidelines for social networks. Finally, we discuss the topic of inference from shared space use networks, and how appropriate it is to 149 link network data with biological processes. 150 151 METHODS 152
153
Our study consists of two core components. First, we estimate the ability for data on shared 154 trap use by individuals to generate networks which are robust to different sampling regimes 155 using simulated data. Second, we describe a new method for defining the edges using the 156 same observed data, and show that this method generates observed networks which are, for a 157
given sampling effort, more strongly correlated with the real generative network, differ less 158 from the real network and are more powerful to detect effects present in the real network 159 based on the same simulation data. Our method is inspired by characteristics of how animals 160 use space, specifically that they have a core and a periphery to their home range, and we 161 further demonstrate that this holds true in a large-scale empirical dataset. 162 163
Simulation procedure 164
In brief, our study used the following procedure (see Fig. 1 
): 165
(1) We simulated a set of N individuals with home ranges defined by a centroid and 166 characterized by a negative sigmoidal curve that highlights the declining probability 167 of an individual to use space further away from the centroid of its home range. We 168 defined the real network as the amount of overlap in the home ranges across all 169 combinations of individuals. 170
(2) We randomly placed individuals in a spatial area containing T traps laid out in a 171 stratified grid. We then simulated observed datasets that contained detections of 172 individuals at traps, where the detection probability for a given individual in a given trap was determined by the position of the trap relative to the home range of the 174 individual (higher closer to the centroid, lower further away from the centroid). 175
(3) From the simulated datasets, we first constructed a shared trap network to determine 176 how many trapping events are required to generate meaningful networks. 177
(4) Finally, we applied our novel method to determine whether it requires fewer data to 178 generate meaningful networks. 179 180
Simulating real networks 181
We first drew N sets of x and y coordinates from a uniform distribution, where the 182 boundaries of the distribution correspond to the edges of our study area (in our case, from 0 183 to 10 in each dimension). For each individual, we also randomly allocated a sex (male or 184 female) and drew home range parameters based on the sex, giving males a larger home range 185 than females. Home range parameters for males and females were based on the empirical data 186 (see below), with added noise drawn from a normal distribution to simulate individual-level 187 variation in home range size and shape (see Fig. S1 ) . 188
189
For each simulation, we generated the real network by calculating the amount of overlap in 190 the home range between each pair of individuals. This was done by overlaying the sigmoidal 191 curves of the two individuals' home range profiles and calculating the area under the two 192 curves (Fig. 1a) . 
Simulating observations of individuals in traps 213
We first calculated the probability for a given individual to be observed in a given trap per 214 unit effort. We defined this probability based on the distance of the trap to the center of the 215 individual's home range, and that individual's home range profile. We repeatedly did this for 216 all combinations of individuals and traps (Fig. 1b) . 217
218
We then simulated observations by repeatedly drawing from a binomial distribution (0,1) 219 with the probability of getting a 1 for a given individual in a given trap defined by the 220 trapping probability described above (Fig. 1b) . We incremented the number of draws to 221 generate more observations. In the results, we calculate effort as the mean number of 222 observations per individual (rather than the number of draws we made in the simulation) to 223 make our results more directly interpretable. 224 225
Generating shared trap networks 226
Each observation dataset contained the number of detections of each individual in each trap. 227
We generated a shared trap network for each observation dataset by calculating the number 228 of traps in which both individuals were observed divided by the total number of traps that 229 either individual was observed in (Fig. 1c) . 230 231
Generating networks based on overlapping home range profiles 232
We developed a novel method for generating shared space use networks based on estimating 233 a population's home range profile from an observation dataset, and then calculating the 234 estimated overlap in the home range profiles of each pair of individuals based on their 235 observed centroids. First, we calculated each individual's centroid by taking the weighted 236 mean of the positions where it was observed. Second, we calculated the distance between this 237 centroid and all of the traps where it could have been captured. Third, we recorded the 238 number of times each individual was detected in each trap. Fourth, we fitted a negative 239 sigmoidal curve to the relationship between the log of the distance from each centroid to each 240 trap and the number of detections of each individual in each trap as a proportion of their total 241 detections-this curve represents the average home range profile for those individuals. Fifth, 242
we used the population (or sex-specific) profile to calculate the estimated overlap in space 243 use between each pair of individuals based on the distance between their centroids (Fig. 1d) . 244
This method estimates home ranges by pooling the data among all individuals, assuming that 245 the resulting estimation of home ranges will be more accurate in this way than by using the being larger than those of females (Niethammer & Krapp, 1982) . During the breeding season, 273 home ranges of males increase to 1000-1, 500m2, with large males having the largest home 274 ranges (Borowski, 2003) . In our own study population, there is evidence for differences in the 275 degree to which large males, small males and females are discouraged by distance (Davis et 276 al., 2014) . Therefore, we estimated home range characteristics for females and males (mean 277 weight  25 g) separately. 278
279
Estimating the robustness of shared space use networks to different sampling regimes 280
We generated 1000 simulated real networks. For each real network, we produced simulated 281 observation datasets that varied in sampling effort (number of draws from the probability of 282 observing an individual in a trap). We designed this such that the sampling effort 283 corresponded to a mean number of observations per individual ranging between 1 and 50 284 (regardless of trapping grid density), thus capturing the spectrum of what has been reported in 285 the literature. For each observed dataset, we generated a shared trap network, and a network using the overlap approach by reconstructing separate sigmoidal curves (or home range 287 profiles) for males and females. 288
289
In order to assess the performance of each of these observed networks, we calculated three 290 metrics of quality. First, we calculated the correlation between the observed network and the 291 real network using a Mantel test. Second, we calculated the error in the estimated edge 292 weights of the observed network by taking the sum of the absolute differences between the 293 observed and real network edge weights (a measure of accuracy). Third, we calculated the 294 proportion of observed networks in which we could detect a significant difference in the 295 resulting degree (sum of edge weights) between males and females (a measure of power; 296 males were given a larger home range than females, see point 1 of the simulation procedure). 297
We estimated significance for each simulated dataset by comparing the observed difference 298 in the degree between males and females to the distribution of differences in 100 permuted 299 networks. We used node permutations, which involved randomizing the assignment of sex to 300 the identities of each individual. We deemed the effect from an observed network to be 301 significant if fewer than 3 of the randomised networks generated a difference that was larger 302 than the observed one (two-tailed at p = 0.05, see Farine, 2017) . 303
304
Variants 305
We repeated the procedure described above for simulated real networks with varying effect 306 sizes: (a) an effect size equal to that in our empirical dataset, and, as this was relatively low 307 Consistent with space-use theory, we found evidence for a declining probability of an 315 individual field vole to use space further away from the centroid of its home range. 316
Furthermore, we characterised this empirical relationship, between probability of detection 317 and distance from centroid, using a negative sigmoidal curve (Fig. 2) . Our empirical data was 318 also consistent with males having a larger home range than females (sex × log of distance 319 interaction; effect size = 1.28; p < 0.0001; Fig. 2 ). Therefore, we fitted separate sigmoidal 320 curves when generating overlap networks (see below). shows the fitted home range profile (solid = large males; dashed = females). Points show the 327 raw data (whether or not an individual was detected at a location). 328
Performance of simulated observed networks with varying sampling effort 330
The number of individuals detected at least once at a trap increases with sampling effort, 331 with a mean of 31 individuals (out of a total population of 100 individuals) present at a mean 332 of 1-2 captures per individual, and the whole population present from 20 captures per 333 individual (Fig. 3c) . The correlation coefficient plateaus from approx. 20 captures per individual, reaching a 340 maximum of 0.87. The overlap network shows broadly the same pattern, but is, for a given 341 sampling effort, typically more strongly correlated with the real network than the shared trap 342 network. At a mean of 4-5 captures per individual, the correlation coefficient between the 343 overlap network and the real network is 0.80 (1.4 times higher than the correlation between 344 shared trap and real networks). The correlation coefficient also plateaus earlier, from approx. 345 10 captures per individual, and reaches a slightly higher maximum of 0.93 (Fig. 3a) . As the mean captures per individual increases, the power of the shared trap network also 366 increases. For example, there is nearly triple the chance of detecting a true positive at a mean 367 of 9-10 captures (15%) compared to 4-5 captures (6%). However, the power remains low for 368 small effect sizes even after large numbers of captures. The overlap network shows broadly 369 the same pattern, but has greater power to detect an effect for a given sampling effort, below 370 approx. 30 captures per individual. For example, at 4-5 captures per individual there is nearly 371 a 6 times higher chance of detecting a true positive in the overlap network (33%) compared 372 to the shared trap network. Above approx. 30 captures per individual, the shared trap network 373 has slightly greater power to detect a true positive, reaching a maximum power of 374 approximately 52%. The power of the overlap network plateaus at approx. 10 captures per 375 individual, reaching a slightly lower maximum of 39%; Fig. 4a ). Our method provides a novel opportunity to generate meaningful space-sharing networks, 532 and if appropriate, to make inferences from shared space use for higher-level types of 533 questions, even from sparse point-based observations of individuals. It therefore unlocks the 534 potential of these data, still the most common form of data available for many smaller or 535 more cryptic species, to address a range of key questions in ecology and evolution. 536 537
